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The Morgue Would Speak French

The hallway is a perspective trick
deecomposing in color, banked formaldehyde stare:
Hospital plant. Turn right to enter honeycomb
space overlooking bridges lit with flickering
pin-up stars. Brooklyn expanse sees you looking—
building face—Navy Yard beauty at night.
The morgue would speak French but its accent is green
metallie first consciousness, artificial music.
Blocked by the Barge

a departing shape the year turns
counterpoint a name clock a narrative
the sea and my brain give up
an identifying mark every year
slipping into anonymity from forms
recognizable to the self misplaced
scale of person-slash-building-slash-ocean
pressing through the Miss Ellis Island
and the Coast Guard machine guns
navigate a rough slipped surface
drop a plumb line, see corresponding
gravities settle downward
blimp in the sky moves out of sight
juggled by a distant volume

Peony Monument

my eyes a store of violent resources
a film over vision
inside your dark vehicle

  piled red mist
  manifold surface meadows
  in secret: little brisk
  and tumbling
  legs give way

between meals squeamish
bench-like seeing

my weight fall through
  a perfectly natural defense
  covered over with sky
3.14.04

four deaf women
  silently
  leak music

two weeks frame
  fake brick
  fumbling stutter

days
  inarticulate, autopsied
  no radio

read: empty
  label me
  uncontoured interior

photo flash
  lit shift
  again up close

or pulled back
  infinite
  aerially becoming

Most of All, the Roundness of Planetary Dimensions

Most of all, the roundness of planetary dimensions
under largesse duress
presence in the open causeway of sky

standing on the page on the mountain kitchen countertop
metal duet-way
heft
  in the thru-space—grass
  held up or under by fragile wires

red balloons mark
  decadence in purple
  fat loops suspend
  ghost skyline pathway
“Clack” the Summer Parallel’s

feathered shape
egg elicite
panopticon assembly

mist-ridden blue
family compartment
split the risk

where there are notes
eye frame box
cloudy edges lit

we the peeps
legendary idleness
instrument
Brooklyn-bound mouths
spill
pious eye glances

igloo-domed
dreams dwindle
colorfully thread

between the day's punchbox
meter. Spun round
a later spell

stuffed-over sweet
the couch tilts
intentions

sandwiching days between
corrupt un-placeable increments
clock with no arms
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Afterimage horizon stretch
word yourself steps
heat up the windsock

flap and wax by the runway
vocabulary lapse
into button clutch

Prepared tree still
numbered in structured pauses
fallen mass
panic ticket
The Sad Small Beauty of an Aerial View

Street runs its lines
   folds, unfolds in creases
   lisp little scripts
   permanently banner-like

float by as liquid
   crumbling under touch
   a motor-sore well of shadows
   compressed and spent

O gunpowder-forming mass
   hide your exhibition
   hot sheets of wings
   fall so accordion night

various water
   soluble miracles
   parade like fireflies
   picture zipper-up

2.7.04

midnight is aquarium pretty
   spared details asleep
   propped-up city skin

moving skims wonder
   oracular tinkering with space
   walking bird

feverish body compromise
   veneer thin sideways
   through shoulders

familiar turn on sidewalk
   island image condenses
   cold metal gate
common man

blue jays are starry
  bullets of morning-glory
  little weights keep pace

hunker down in vectors
  blue forest room
    latched brain-tree

hope of clear eyeballing
  boundless country sprawl
    heavy sky patchwork

look landmarks of misdirection!
  look crowd of prophets
    lighting the fence

Still Life with Typewriter and Speeded-Up Snow

Slow sex expose
  the personal economy
    balance on your hind legs
bubble terrain

to grasp the moneybag
  dupe
    calm closed and flat
gray heap of human levels
one light
  its eye-duplicate
    blurry with graspability
ashen round win
Opened by force
  a small medical object
    an ordinary body miracle
      slow moving taxi

well rested among objects
  like a sudden awareness of your face
    I am not at home within
      the fog of waiting

5th Avenue houses
  a sleep with string
    interior sounds casual

on another planet's
  fine serialized sand
    the elevators move

A stutter fades
  shelved note
    light tipped in my pocket

tunneling to Virginia
  secret terminal recipe
    all parts waiting

a metaphor for soup
  who is there
    making it make itself

into tradition a song
  hanging from above
    printed like money

a city-wide parallel conspiracy
  aligned and abundant, wordless
    stents for city-flux
      rocket science as we hold the door